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0 of 0 review helpful Compelling By Candace Abbott This story will stretch your faith challenge your integrity and 
test your ability to love and forgive The characters will stay with you long after you close the book 0 of 0 review 
helpful Amazingly Real book that vividly brings out the parental protection instincts for both men and women By 
Customer This book was A five year old boy can sense who is telling the truth and who isn t It s a gift some will do 
anything to silence and a mother will do anything to protect Lara Godfrey desperately wants to have a child a living 
legacy from her late husband Placing her life in the hands of a doctor she believes she can trust Lara doesn t relize a 
web of deception is being woven around her An unseen voyeur with dreams of immortality plans to use the child for a 
test Angela Hunt delivers another winner THE TRUTH TELLER is a fast paced race to outrun evil and discover truth 
novelist Bill Myers About the Author Christy Award winner Angela Hunt writes stories 
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country includes photos of hicks and wildlife video clips and an 
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of president trumps false and 
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